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although the game was released in 1999, counter-strike took a long time to get released. with the success of half-life, other game companies decided to recreate the same success, with the same game series by valve software, and
the same engine. le and cliffe worked with valve software on the development of counter-strike, and had to keep moving the mod around to different developers at valve to keep it out of the hands of an out-of-control media and

gaming machine. le and cliffe noticed that the beta testers of counter-strike were not paid or given much in the way of compensation for their time, so they and other members of the modding community took it upon themselves to
raise money to send the beta testers to valve software and pay them out for their time. when the mod went to final release, there were so many requests for beta testers that the developer’s didn’t have the time or the staff to get
the beta testers the actual beta copy of the game, so the players received a binary file on their memory stick. the popularity of the mod has increased with every successive release, and despite the occasional slip-ups, the title has
become one of the most played pc games in the world. in spite of its age, counter-strike has achieved a cult following and is known by many. this game is just one of the ones that i miss. a lot of them do, and we are slowly losing

that nostalgia. it breaks my heart a little. it has to be said though that counter-strike is the only mod that valve ever made. they have not made a mod for half-life 2, or any of the other series. and this is something that le and cliffe
pointed out to valve, and they told them that they should go out and make new games that people want to play.
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